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LIBERALISM AND S'OVIE~TISM 
\ 
How Did They Get That Way? 
Progressives Confused by the Communist Issue 
'l'here is a good deal of confusion among progressives because the 
present policy of the Communists and their fellow travelers has become 
suddenly so much different from what it was while the United States was 
at  war. Some liberals have been caught off guard in consequence. I have 
actually had sweet faced old ladies who were never near a picket line tell 
me seriously that I should not be opposed to  the Communist Party 
because "Christ was a Communist"! The sympathy of uninformed 
liberals also goes out to genuine Communists because men like Bilbo and 
Rankin or Westbrook Pegler and the more vociferous of "our" Congress- 
men whose hearts and minds are owned by the N.A.M. referred to Roose- 
velt. and now refer to Mrs. Roosevelt and most of his ex-cabinet members 
and to Mr. Wallace as Communists. 
Naturally every progressive finds that the Communists are vocifer- 
ous-and highly detrimental-advocates of some or many of the things 
for which he stands. I t  is impossible for anyone who has not been in 
complete political hibernation for the past fifteen years to avoid finding 
himself on the same side as the Communists on certain issues a t  some 
time or other, for they have been in that time on directly opposite sides 
of man vital issues in the labor movement and in foreign affairs. * Communists a Branch of Russia's Foreign Office he reason for that is simple but frequently overlooked. Communists 
and their fellow travelers are a wing of Russia's foreign office. Their one 
cardinal principle is to follow faithfully and promptly every zig and zag, 
every twist and turn of Russia's foreign policy. 
The Bolsheviks, or Communists as they soon called themselves, seized 
power in Russia late in 1917. They did so by overthrowing; not the 
Czarist Government as they and their naive supporters now sometimes 
falsely claim, but a democratically elected constituent assembly. They 
were proclaimed revolutionists against political democracy and they set 
up a dictatorship of the proletariat which in a very few years became a 
dictatorship of one party, the Communist Party. Every other political 
party was outlawed and still is outlawed today in Russia. All rights of 
free speech, press, and assembly and the right to  hold elections after free 
discussion were ended. No rights were guaranteed to political prisoners 
in the .way of a fair trial, or even any open trial, or even any trial by a 
judicial tribunal at  all. The right to criticize the government, its person- 
nel, or its policy in any way or to  pursue in any field a policy contrary to 
the government policy was and still is legally and effectively abolished. 
Revolutionists--and Why 
The governments of every capitalist nation, i. e., of every other 
nation in the world but Russia, immediately upon the Bolsheviks' seizure 
of power in that land, turned against the Bolsheviks, or the Union of 
Socialist Soviet Republics, to use the official title. They did this partly 
from determination to  preserve the right of capitalist ownership of indus- 
try, banks, and natural resources. Many of these capitalist governments, ' 
ourselves included, without declaring war, sent troops to  invade Soviet 
Russia or financed or equipped armies of anti-Communist Russians. Our 
government sent troops on an invasion of Russia 200 miles south of the 
Arctic port of Archangel and the invasion was only stopped by a mutiny 
of the troops who said they had come so far from home to  fight the 
Germans not the Russians. We also intervened at Vladivostock in the 
Far East. The French government sent its Black Sea fleet to  invade 
Russia and occupied the port of Odessa only to be faced likewise with a 
mutiny of the French sailors. The British, more astute, financed the 
invasion of Russia by Koltchak in Siberia, by Yudenitch from the Baltic 
and by Denikin and Petlura from the Ukraine. The Lloyd George gov- 
ernment in Britain during the Polish-Russian War in 1920 warned Russia 
that if the Red army crossed a certain line in Poland in pursuit of the 
Polish troops Britain would fight. This announcement brought from the 
British Trade Union Congress and the British Labor Party in combina- 
tion the threat of a general strike if the British Government declared war 
on Russia and Lloyd George backed down. 
Since every was against them, some by active military 
measures and some merely by refusal of that mystic diplomatic relation- 
ship called recognition, the Russians naturally were against every gov- 
ernmen t. They therefore sought to  set up out-and-out revolutionary 
parties in all other countries. Working class revolutions had broken out 
Hgainst the governments of the defeated Central Powers, although these 
revolutions which deposed the monarchies in Germany and Austria- 
Hungary were not under Communist leadership or innfluenee. What was ' 
morg natural than to expect that this revolutionary virus might spread, 
especially since the body politic of the European victors as well as the 
vanquished had been strained by the war and by a considerable degree 
of inflation that accom~anied it ? The Russian Communist government. 
therefore, set up the T'hird or Communist ~nternational an; adopted a 
set of principles called the 21 points. These principles made the national 
Communist Parties subordinate to and controlled by the Third Inter- 
national and that in turn was effectively controlled by the Russian 
Communist Party. Since the Russian Communist Party controlled the 
Russian Government and in fact soon became the only legal political 
party ,in Russia, the charge that the Russian Government controlled 
Communist Parties throughout the world was natural and was true in 
fact whatever legal distinction might be found by lawyers. The Third 
International also laid down the principle that the workers must prepare 
for victory not by parliamentary methods but by heavy civil war, and 
demanded that the Communist Parties in capitalist nations should carry 
on Communist propaganda among the members of the armed forces and 
work to put arms into the hands of the workers. 
Such was the call to revolution. It was not un-natural, in fact it 
was largely a defense measure, since all the Russian government was 
doing was building backfires against the governments which were conduct- 
ing either directly or through agents military invasions against it. The 
policy was also understandable since actual revolt, not parliamentary 
methods, had overturned the Czar, and a subsequent revolt, engineered 
by the Communists had overturned the democratically elected constituent 
assembly in Russia. In both cases the job was done rather easily because 
' the Russians had had no long experience with political democracy and 
obviously little faith in it. 
To -gain adherents to the Third International in other countries, 
especially in Western Europe where the industrial working class was most 
developed and most mature politically, was not so easy. In Western 
Europe the working class parties, Labor or Social Democrats as they 
called themselves, had used parliamentary methods successfully to gain 
important concessions from .capitalism and were making progress in the 
size of their vote, .their parliamentary representation, and their standard 
of living. In an understandable repudiation of this new call for the 
relatively untried method of revolution, they took their stand in favor 
of the preservation of civil rights and political democracy. They were 
willing and even eager to  defend the working class government of Russia 
no matter how it had gained power, but they were completely unwilling 
to follow Russia's methods and even put themselves under Russian control 
which was what joining the Third international meant. Yet such was 
the prestige of Communist success in seizing control of the Russian gov- 
ernment, and such the hatred for capitalism among the working class 
because it was widely held that capitalism was responsible for the war 
and for the inflation and insecurity which accompanied and followed it, 
that the Russian Communists were able everywhere to split off sizable 
minorities from Labor and Social Democratic Parties. They set up 
functioning Communist parties with at least some following in the indus- 
trially advanckd nations firmly committed to revolution and integral 
parts of a world-wide Communist army with headquarters in Moscow 
where the Third International functioned through a secretary, a political 
bureau or executive committee, and occasional Congresses. 
Despite this apparatus of revolution which did pull off unsuccessful 
revolts in certain European countries such as Hungary and Bavaria, 
revolution had no real appeal to workers outside Russia nor in fact any 
chance of success against modern armies unless the army itself made the 
revolution. The Russian Government on the other hand proved in- 
vulnerable to attacks whether from outside or inside despite the terrible 
suffering which war, invasion, revolution, and attempted-counter revolu- 
tions visited upon the Russian people. Enterprising capitalists in other 
, countries began to find out that there was an honest dollar or two to 
be made bf trade with Russia, arid they therefore pressured their 
, respective governments into granting Russia diplomatic recognition and 
opening up trade relations with her. 
The Third International and its constituent Communist Parties 
thereupon changed their tune. Communist Parties outside Russia natural- 
ly wanted to Grticipate in ordinary political action and Russia wanted 
them to do so too, for since revolution was apparently not possible that 
action was the only way to gain increased political power and prestige. 
Yet they could not legally do so while adhering strongly to the proposition 
that they had to  use c,ivil war as their method for obtaining power. Since 
Russia no longer suffered from invasion by ca~italist nations but had 
trade relations with a good many of them (she had trade relations with 
American capitalists, for exampie more than a decade before she won 
diplomatic recognition from us) civil war against capitalist nations was 
no longer necessary to Russia's foreign policy. Consequently the Third 
International permitted the policies of the Communist Parties outside 
Russia to  change so that ,they taught, not that they were in favor of 
revolution, but that probably the capital class would start  a counter 
revolution against any completely working class government, so that  
revolution would probably be necessary t~ accomplish their aims. They 
still hoped for a revolutionary situation, but did not openly t ry  t o  bring 
it about. 
United Fronts From Below 
In the domestic policies of the Communist Parties in the United 
States and other nations, this period, beginning roughly about 1924, was 
marked bv the policv of the United Fronts. The United Front was an 
attempt to invoke the larger Socialist and Labor parties along with trade 
unions and any other working class organizations in a joint campaign 
with the Communist Party and the working class organizations which it  
controlled to accomplish some limited purpose. Since the leaders of the 
Socialist and Labor barties repudiated ihese United Fronts, the Commu- 
nists called them "traitors to  the working class," "lackeys of the 
bourgeoisie," "Yellow Socialists," (as distinguished from the Red or 
courageous Communists) and the most frequent epithet of all, "Social 
Fascists" after the rise to  power of Fascism in Italy made Fascism a 
smear word among workers. In  fact about every working class or pro.- 
gressive movement not under Communist domination was called "Social 
Fascist" in the Communist lingo. I n  the first two years after Roosevelt's 
election he was called a "Social Fascist" by the Communists. Mild and 
scholarly Norman Thomas, the constant banner bearer of the Socialist 
Party, was a "Social Fascist" and so *was nearly everyone in between. 
In the 1924 elections the Communists sought to  have LaFollette run for 
president as the candidate of a party controlled by them. Until he 
refused and repudiated them he was called by them a genuine progressive; 
after he refused he too became a "Social Fascist." 
The Communists' ceaseless and irresponsible attacks made on every 
prominent non-Communist labor leader caused the Communists t o  be 
expelled from the unions in some cases, especially since they tried to  use 
unions and union funds whenever they did get control of some local union 
for Communist political purposes. They therefore set up the Red Trade 
Union International and formed dual unions in some cases (although 
Lenin had denounced this policy), supplemented by more or less secret 
caucuses in established unions in other cases. This policy of denouncing 
the leaders of non-Communist working class organizations and yet calling 
for united fronts with them was called the United Front from below. 
The Line changes Again-Popular Fronts 
In 1933 the Nazis came to  power in Germanv. The Japanese militar- 
ists were showing clear signs i f  aggressive intentions. - ~ B c e d  with the 
prospect of Japanese expansion in the East, and in the West with the 
growing threat of aggression by the Nazis who were representing them- 
selves as the defenders of Europe against Bolshevism, the Russian gov- 
ernment changed its tactics and sought eagerly for alliances with demo- 
cratic governments. Any government which was or could be made by 
democratic pressure into an opponent of the Nazis, or which, like our 
own government, was traditionally friendly to  China and therefore fairly 
likely to  be opposed to Japanese aggression in that country or elsewhere 
in the Pacific, became the object of Russian diplomatic blandishments. 
The Russian government even entered into a military pact with the 
French, a pact which was never actually implemented by talks between 
the general staffs of their respective countries, but i t  seems clear that  that 
was not the fault of the Russians. Russian generals were liquidated in a 
bloody purge which involved the execution after a totally secret trial of 
Marshall Tukachefsky and some other army officers, and the charge was 
made against them, whether rightly or wrongly no one now can say, 
that they remained in contact with German army officers after Hitler 
came t o  power. 
At the same time of course the Communist parties and the Commu- 
nist International changed their tactics. By 1935 they ceased attacking 
all other labor and progressive forces as "Social Fascist" and sought 
popular fronts instead, not just with other working class groups but with 
liberal capitalist groups and parties, in fact with any person or party 
tha t  would pursue an anti-Nazi foreign policy. The capitalist govern- 
ments where there was political democracy and which would be likely 
to  be sufficiently alarmed by Nazi aggression to  follow an anti-Nazi policy 
in foreign affairs included chiefly England, France, Belgium, and Holland. 
These are also great imperialist nations. The Nazis on the other hand 
were perforce not imperialists in the sense of holding and exploiting 
colon~al peoples over seas, not because they did not want to, but because 
Germany's colonies had been taken over by the victors in the First World 
War as part of the loot. The Anti-Imperialist League which the Commu- 
nists had fostered strenuously in the previous period, therefore, had been 
necessarily directed against England, France, Belgium, and Holland and 
the United States too to  some extent. But these were the very nations 
with which it was the new policy of the Russian government t o  seek 
friendship. The Anti-Imperialist League was therefore scrapped. I 
In  seeking alliances with other democratic and working class groups 
the Communists sought most eagerly for support from trade unions. They 
therefore liquidated all their attempts t o  set up dual unions under the 
control of the Red Trade Union International, and the Russian unions 
sought admission to  the regular trade union international. 
During the depression in the United States religious groups, especially 
such Protestant denominations as the Congregationalists and the Method- 
ists, had come more and more t o  take a stand in support of organized 
labor and even favored profound modifications in the capitalist system. 
In seeking alliances with all other truly progressive forces, the church 
could not loaicallv be overlooked therefore. The Communists accordingly 
dropped their official antagonism to  relioion and acce~ted  believers and 
even clergymen to  membership. The Union of the Godless in Russia, 
which had once received official government support. found such support 
withdrawn, and the Russian Orthodox Church gained greater freedom. 
All these changes in the policv of the Communist Parties followed 
with relentless logic the change in the foreign ~ o l i c y  of the Russian gov- 
ernment. The change went so far  that the Communist Parties ceased 
altogether t o  be revolutionam. All they wanted was a government which 
would be anti-Nazi. Collective Security. was their great battle cry. This 
meant such a strengthening of the League of Nations that all nations 
which were political democracies would agree to stand together against 
I 
aggression upon any one of them "Peace is indivisible" was the slogan 
of the Communists. This was profoundly true, of course. Consequently 
the Communists attracted to their "innocents clubs" and "transmission 
belts" .(the latter so called because they carried the drive and power of 
Communist propaganda out to a wide circle of non-Communists just as 
a transmission belt carries power from one machine to another), a wide 
group of genuine believers in collective security who thought that that 
was the correct policy because it was right not just because it was Russia's 
policy. Their most successful transmission belt was the American League 
Against War and Fascism, later transformed into the American League 
for Peace and Democracy which was constantly urging this policy of 
Collective Security. Roosevelt, who had been dubbed by them a ''Social 
Fascist" when he first took office, became their little tin God especially 
after his speech in 1937 calling for quarantining the aggressors. No 
, doubt this was somewhat embarrassing to the President, but a t  any rate 
the reason for the sudden Communist adulation was not because he had 
changed his policy but because the Communists, or more accurately 
Russia's foreign policy, had changed. (1) 
The support of popular front movements and governments was 
carried so far that the Communists in the parliaments of European 
countries even supported the governments formed by a combination of 
progressive capitalist parties and their old enemies the Socialists whom 
they had only recently been calling "Social Fascists" and lackeys, and 
even hangmen, of the bourgeoisie. They supported such governments 
even when there were no Communists in the cabinet. 
One of the most dramatic and amusing examples of the complete 
Communist about face was furnished by the Communist attitude to  a 
strike of French workers in the French government's naval yards at 
Toulon. The Communist paper, the Daily Worker, praised the strike as 
evidence of the growing militancy of the French working claqs. But 
then came the announcement of the French-Soviet military pact. Over 
- 
night the attitude of the Communists towards the strike changed. Obvi- 
ously a strike against the military preparation of a government with 
which the Soviets had a military pact even though it was not yet 
implemented by staff talks, could not be tolerated by any Communist 
Party. So the strike became in the columns of the "Daily Worker" a 
dastardly attempt to  sabotage the anti-Fascist unity of European work- 
ers, a strike led by agents provocateurs, discredited anarcho-syndicalists, 
anarchists and (worst yet) Trotskyists, which had to be opposed by all 
sound workine class elements. Thus was the same strike characterized 
in two totallydifferent ways by the same Communist paper within the 
same week, a week however in which there was an announcement signal- 
ling a profound change in Russia's foreign policy from one of being 
against capitalist nations to one in which only Fascist and Nazi nations 
were to be opposed. 
We now know that you cannot appease a totalitarian dictatorship 
such as Nazi Germany or Fascist Italy. But this fact was not so clear 
to everyone a few years ago. Manv sincere believers in peace and democ- 
racy hoped to win "Peace in Our Time" by appeasement. All reactionaries 
(1) Roosevelt was not to suffer the embarrassment of C~mmunist support for long, for a 
few yearn later he became to the Communists a "Warmonner." 
opposed collective security with the Soviet Government'as a partial ally 
and preferred the Nazis as a bulwark against Communists to the Commu- 
nists as a bulwark against the Nazis. In opposition to the appeasers and 
reactionaries the Communists and their transmission belts and "innocents" 
clubs reached the pinnacle of their power and influence during this time. 
They were distinctly not revolutionists, and it was therefore respectable 
to associate with them as fellow travelers. All who hated violence, dic- 
tatorships, and injustice hated the Nazis, and the most active and 
vociferous anti-Nazi haters were certainly the Communists- and their 
various organizations, associations, leagues, and councils. Yet they did 
not control the governments of the capitalist democracies. The disastrous 
attempt was made by these governments to appease the Nazis by permit- 
ting them to seize Austria and then allowing them to grab the Sudeten 
districts of Czechoslovakia which deprived the Czechs of their natural 
defenses. It seemed plain that Poland was next on the list, and that 
Frenchmen and Englishmen would "refuse to die for Danzig," or for the 
Polish Corridor which separated Eastern Prussia from the rest of Ger- 
many and which the Nazis plainly intended t o  take. 
The Nazi-Soviet Pact 
The Russian government, therefore, clandestinely and without any 
notice to their faithful Communist followers and fellow Dartv members 
throughout the world entered into secret negotiations with >he Nazis. 
Apparently the Nazis gave them what they. wanted. For they. suddenly 
announced a pact with the Nazi government on August 23, 1939. The 
pact guaranteed Russian friendship and neutrality in case the Nazis were 
attacked. In a few weeks, after the Nazi Invasion of Poland, the Russian 
troops too invaded Poland and seized the Eastern third of that country, 
meeting the Nazi soldiers amicably half way across the prostrate body of 
their joint victim. While the Nazis prepared their drive against Western 
Europe the Russians entered into another pact with Hitler dividing up 
Poland between them and promising to give and receive from the Nazis 
mutual assistance in maintaining their respective seizures of the parts 
of Poland which they each occuGed. The Russians also entered into an 
economic alliance with the Nazis by which they agreed, "to furnish 
Germany with raw materials to be paid for by manufactured products 
to  be delivered over an extended period of time," or in a capitalist 
phraseology they supplied the German war machine with credits. The 
Russians were thus .allies of the Nazis, and it was not they who broke 
that alliance. Hitler broke it by the invasion of Russia and there is 
nothing whatever to show that the Russians would not still be the allies 
of the Nazis if Hitler, not Stalin, had not decided otherwise. 
The Communists Did Their Duty By Their New Allies 
Although they had been caught psychologically unprepared for this 
complete about face of Russia's foreign policy (only about two weeks 
before it was announced Mr. Browder, the Communist leader in America 
denounced suggestions that the two dictatorships might make an alliance 
as a dirty Trotskyite lie), the leaders and most of the members of the 
Communist Parties followed blindly and loyally. They could not actualIy 
praise the Nazis, that would be too raw. They did the next best thing. 
They spent all their propaganda energy, and that is a lot of energy for 
they are tireless and courageous propagandists, in denouncing the French 
and British and insisting that this was merely an imperialist war on both 
sides in which the workers could have no interest but to oppose it. Since 
all independent working class organizations were suppressed in Germany, 
of. course, the Communist line meant that the workers who followed 
their leadership were opposing the war efforts of the countries fighting 
the Nazis. The Communists as well as Russia were in effect the allies 
of the Nazis. 
The Communist dominated American League for Peace and De- 
mocracy was supplanted by the American Peace Mobilization. Instead 
of putting out resolutions and propaganda denouncing the Nazis and 
Fascists, the new organization under much the same leadership became 
the source of denounciation of the war against the Nazis and Fascists. 
Britain had given the supreme example of collective security in action, 
for she had declared war on the Nazis not because she was attacked but 
because another nation, Poland, was attacked. Yet the party and its 
controlled organizations which were formerly commited to collective 
security, instead of praising the British for acting according to the policy 
that they had advocated, under its new line ceaselessly denounced British 
imperialism. The American Peace Mobilization, firmly under Communist 
domination, conducted a continuous picket line in front of the White 
House because of Roosevelt's efforts to persuade Congress to  organize 
effective aid to the countries fighting the Nazis and Fascists. Yet the 
same people only two years before had been criticizing Congress for pre- 
venting effective aid to the Spanish Loyalists in their fight against the 
Nazis and Fascists. 
It is a habit with those who are known as "totalitarian liberals" to 
criticize everything that the British or American governments do and 
make excuses for everythng that Russia does. Raymond Ingersoll, the 
editor of PM, is a good example of this group. He has asserted that the 
period of the Hitler-Stalin pact was used by the Russians as' a breathing 
space to  build up their armed strength against the Nazis. No doubt 
Russia did build up her military strength during this time. With nearly 
the whole Eastern Hemisphere at  war it would have been amazing folly 
if she did not.* But there is not the slightest evidence that the Hitler- 
Stalin Pact was intended by the Russians to  give them a chance to  build 
up power against the Nazis. If so it was a move of disastrous miscalcula- 
tion. For while the Russians were building anti-Nazi power, (if this 
theory is accepted) the other anti-Nazi nations were being crushed. 
Whatever Russia may have been able to  add to  her armed forces, it was 
far less than what the French, Dutch, Belgians, and British lost by 
Hitler's successful drive against the Western European powers in the 
meantime. The second front which the Russians were to  demand of their 
allies later was destroyed by the Nazis while the Russians sat by in 
benevolent neutrality and in an actual economic and propagandist 
alliance with the Nazis. 
The Communist Party certainly did not use the ~ e r i o d  of the Hitler- 
* There is, however, competent first-hand testimony from inside Russia by Victor Krav- 
chenko in his book "I Chose Freedom" that no adequate military preparations in fact 
were made. 
Stalin Pact to  build up the war strength of the anti-Nazi nations. They 
did exactly the opposite. They were so anti-war in Britain that  the 
British government was compelled to  suspend the publication of the 
Communist paper. In  France they spread defeatist propaganda in the 
army and contributed greatly to  undermining the will to fight of the 
French divisions from the working class areas where the Communist Party 
had strength. So viciously anti-war, and therefore in effect so viciously 
pro-Nazi, were the French Communists that the French government had 
t o  outlaw the party, and the French Communist leaders fled to  Russia. 
In  the United States the Communists opposed all of Roosevelt's efforts 
t o  give aid t o  the countries fighting the Nazis. They opposed lend-lease, 
they opposed the arming of our merchantmen, they opposed the Draft  
Act, they opposed the so-called destroyers for bases deal by which we 
gave the British 50 of our destroyers and got the right to  build military, 
naval, and air bases in British islands near America such as the Bermudas 
and the Antillies. They fomented.strikes in war industries as well. Among 
the strikes in war industries pulled off by Communists in control of local 
unions, the strikes against the North American Aircraft Company, the 
Vultee Aircraft Company and the Allis-Chalmers Company were notable. 
In  short they opposed in every way they could the attempts of this 
country to  speed up our armaments and get ready for war against the 
Nazis and Fascists. 
Communist propaganda sneered a t  our political democracy, and said 
that i t  was no better than Nazism from the workers' point of view. They 
made a special drive among Negroes for whom thk partial democracy 
as practiced in America had the least reality, and therefore they could 
expect that among Negroes their assertion that  democracy was no better 
than Nazism could gain the most sympathetic hearing, as indeed it  did. 
They denounced Roosevelt as a warmonger and applied the same epithet 
to ail who supported his policy of Rivi& effectiGd aid to  the countries 
fighting Nazism. This was Britain alone by the late spring of 1941 as all 
the rest were conquered. 
What Russia Gained from the Nazi-Soviet Pact 
In general the attitude of the Communist Parties, which have always 
faithfully followed Russia's foreign policy, made it  perfectly clear that 
the Russian government was opposed t o  any anti-Nazi move and was 
fully committed t o  the Nazi-Soviet Pact. Well they might be from the 
Russian point of view. For while the pact lasfed, the- ~ u s i i a n  government. 
turned imperialist and expansionist with amazing success. When the 
Communists had first seized power in Russia they practiced what the 
Wilsonian liberals preached, the right of self-determination for small 
nations. The Finns declared their independence and Russia let them go. 
The three small Baltic nations, Esthonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, declared 
their independence. Russia recognized their freedom after an abortive 
attempt to  get control of them, and made treaties with them which 
guaranteed friendly transit without the levying of tariffs for goods coming 
. from or destined to  Russia and shipped through the Baltic ports. On' 
' her Far Eastern frontier the Russian Communist government while it 
I was truly anti-imperialist, surrendered to the Chinese fifty percent of the 
Russian rights in the Chinese Eastern Railway which passes through and 
economically dominates Manchuria, "rights" which had been successfully 
extorted from a weak China by the Czar's imperialist government. 
This anti-imperialist policy was reversed completely during the 
Bitler-Stalin Pact. The small Baltic states were seized and incorporated 
again into Russia. Finland was invaded and part of her territory taken 
over in a peace treaty that followed the war. (Later on, when the Finns 
joined the Nazis in declaring war on Russia, the Communists and their 
fellow travelers including the totalitarian liberals tried to justify the 
wanton Russian attack on Finland on the ground that the Russians were 
trying to  remove a Nazi threat through Finland against Leningrad, one 
of Russia's greatest cities. But the facts are the other way around. When 
the Russians attacked Finland the Finns had neither sympathy nor 
alliance with the Nazis, It was the Russians who were allied with the 
Nazis and the Communists who were giving them indirect propagandist 
support. The Finns were driven rather unwillingly into the arms of the 
Nazis because of Russia's unprovoked attack on them.) Bessarabia, 
which had been unjustly seized from Russia by the Rumanians more 
than two decades before, was taken back again together with Bukovina, 
a province in North Eastern Rumania which had never been Russian. Of 
course the greatest booty was the one-third of Poland which the Russians 
took as their share of the loot when they and their Nazi allies defeated 
Poland between them. The Hitler-Stalin Pact from the Russian point of 
view was a great success for it gave the Russians an unparalleled oppor- 
tunity for imperialist expansion, an opportunity which they employed 
to the fullest. It is small wonder that the Communist Parties throughout 
the world considered themselves duty bound as loyal supporters of 
Russia to uphold the Dact by attacking. opposing, and impeding the 
war .efforts of the anti-Nazi nations including our own. 
Hitler Breaks the Nazi-Soviet Pact 
The marriage of convenience between the Nazis and the Communists 
was never broken by the Communists asking a divorce. It was broken 
by the Nazis attacking Russia. In Communist propaganda the imperialist 
, 
war became over night a war for democracv, because one dictatorship 
attacked another. Of course the Communist Parties immediately changed 
'I I 
' .their tune. Instead of attacking and opposing all efforts by the United 
. . States to make ready for the coming war even to calling strikes in war 
industries, they suddenly became the hottest patriots in the country. 
They sought to join the Fight for Freedom organization committed to a 
nipolicy of war by the United States against the Nazis, but were turned 
. - 
down. They again became all out supporters of President Roosevelt whom 
they had denounced as a warmonger a short time before. Roosevelt 
beceme to them again a God even though he might reject their prayers. 
When the United States got into the war and so became more or less 
involuntarily an ally of Soviet Russia they were very happy about it. 
They supported rigidly and loyally rationing and all the aids to the war 
effoa which required sacrifices from civilians. Thev demanded a second 
front at every opportunitv. seeking to hurry our War Department into 
a premature invasion of Europe no matter what the cost in American 
lives as long as it would relieve the military pressure that the Germans 
were exerting against Russia. Their union members gave loyal and 
wholehearted support to the no strike pledge. Communists opposing 
- 1  I 
strikes were a strange spectacle. But it was to Russia's interest not to 
have strikes in America, an ally, so they did it. When Montgomery Ward 
Company refused to obey a War Labor Board decision so that a strike 
of its employees resulted under the leadership of the United Retail, 
Wholesale and Department Store Employees, the Communist labor leader, 
Harry Bridges, whose Longshoremen and Warehousemen's Union had a 
few locals in some Montgomery Ward establishments, ordered his union 
members to scab on their brother union; so far did Communists go in 
opposing strikes in a country that was an ally of Soviet Russia. 
When Roosevelt and Churchill met Stalin at Teheran, the Commu- 
nists were overjoyed and their enthusiasm for Roosevelt and America 
mounted to the skies. Browder, the Communist leader for America, wrote 
a book on the spirit of Teheran praising liberal capitalism and capitalists, 
burying the class struggle completely so far as it could be done by a 
writer, and practically promising Communist support for progressive 
capitalism. The Communists officially went out of existence as a political 
party here and called themselves the Communist Political Association. 
Russia proclaimed the end of the Third International, by which, through 
the Russian Communist Party, the other Communist parties throughout 
the world were ruled. (As subsequent events showed the Third Inter- 
national was officially dead but actually only put to sleep to be reawakened 
when it suited the Russian policy.) If Communist policy could have 
changed the facts of economics the class war would have ended and class 
peace would have settled on the land. In December, 1944, during the 
Battle of the Bulge, Roosevelt tried to get from Congress a compulsory 
labor law, the so-called work or fight bill. The entire labor movement, 
A. F. of L., C. I. 0, and the Railroad Brotherhoods, opposed the bill as 
unnecessary, a Fascist-like measure, and directly contrary to the whole 
conception of free labor. But the Communists alone among the working 
class supported it, since they believed it was in the interests of Russia. 
Russia Changes Her Policy with the End of the War 
When the war came to an end Russia no longer needed military 
allies. On the contrary, she was by far the strongest land power on earth,, 
and within Europe and Asia there could be no army strong enough to 
oppose her. For reasons that can only be known to Stalin, the Russian 
dictator, and his few associates, Russia again became imperialist and 
expansionist as she had been during the Hitler-Stalin Pact when her 
alliance with the Nazis gave her a free hand. She liberated the little 
Baltic nations of Lithuania, Latvia, and Esthonia from German control 
but did not set them free as Lenin had back in the early days of the 
Russian revolution. They were again re-incorporated in Russia as they 
had been during the days of the Czar. Part of Rumania was seized and 
added to the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics, namely the parts which 
Russia had seized once before during the Hitler-Stalin Pact and post war 
Russia simply repeated that seizure. The Eastern one-third of Poland 
was added to the Soviet Union as had been done during the Hitler-Stalin 
Pact. She seized Ruthenia, the Eastern end of Czechoslovakia, even 
though the Czechs were her ally. 
Except for Bukovina, the Northeastern part of Rumania, and 
Ruthenia, the Eastern end of Czechoslovakia, the parts of Eastern Europe 
which Russia seized had at one time belonged to the Czar so that, how- 
ever thin that  excuse might be from the point of vikw of those of us 
who believe in the democratic right of self-determination for small nations, 
there was at  least historical justification for it. But post war Stalinist 
Russia has not stopped there. Under Red army control a government 
dominated by Communists has been imposed on Rumania although the 
Rumanians can hardly love the nation which has seized part of her 
territory. No election has been held there since occupation by the Red 
army despite suggestions to  that  effect from England and America. When 
the Eastern tail end of Czechoslovakia was seized by Russia and made a 
part of the USSR, although Czechoslovakia was and is an ally, it was 
done without any plebiscite by the inhabitants, even one held under the 
bayonets of the Red Army. 
In Austria and Hungary the oil wells have been seized on the ground 
that they were Nazi property and therefore war booty. Actually the 
Nazis had stolen them from their former owners, so that, unless Russia 
regards the acts of her former allies, the Nazis, as valid, the oil wells 
should properly be held subject t o  disposition by the Austrian and 
Hungarian governments rather than going to  the Russians. 
Austria is getting substantial UNRRA aid chiefly from the United 
States since she does not have or grow food enough to  feed herself. The 
Russians have demanded and enforced the cession t o  Red army personnel 
of 70,000 acres of Austriah farm land ostensibly to  grow food for the Red 
army. Indirectly this means that whether we-like it  or not we are com- 
pelled through UNRRA aid t o  undernourished Austrians t o  make up a 
food deficit caused in part by the Red army's demands, so that we are 
in effect feeding the Red army in Austria. Yet when Secretary Byrnes 
r. rE urged the Russians to  agree t o  a substantial reduction of their armed 
- 
I I forces in Austria along wich the armed forces of the other allies, a perfectly 
reasonable request since Austria can hardly be regarded as a threat t o  
peace, the Russians refused to  agree. 
Russian Imperialism 
Russia in pursuit of her imperialist policy is demanding from Turkey 
the Kars and Ardahan region of the Southwestern shore of the Black Sea. 
She is also demanding, not free passage for all ships of all nations through 
the Dardanelles, which would be perfectly reasonable, but the right for 
her to  build fortifications on Turkish territory on the shores of the 
Dardanelles, so that there would be, not free passage, but Russian 
domination of the water way between the Black Sea and the Mediter- 
ranean. She also wants control of the Dodecanese Islands, formerly 
controlled by Fascist Italy but inhabited by Greeks. rather than see the 
islands go back to  Greece which is generally regarded as in the British 
sphere of influence. Soviet Russia even put in a demand-for a Russian 
trusteeship, rather than a United Nations' trusteeship, over Tripdtania .  
?'hat demand she has since dropped. 
Dropping this demand is not part of a repudiation of impe;ialism 
on her part. On the contrary, it seems that the Arab inhabitants of 
Tripolitania objected rather strenuously and got the backing of other 
important Arab nations, so that Russia felt that she would lose more 
by arousing Arab and Mohammedan enmity than she would gain by 
bases in Tripolitania, and so dropped this particular item in her series 
of imperialist demands. She was anxious to  maintain and increase her 
friendship with the Arab nations, as she hoped through that friendship 
to frighten and embarrass the British government, and she was very 
glad to do that, despite the continual Communist harping on the "Unity 
of the Big Three," because Great Britain on a number of occasions, 
notably in Iran, has opposed Russia's imperialist demands. 
Soviet Imperialism in Iran 
'Soviet imperialism is well illustrated by the case of Iran. America 
poured war material into Russia through Iran during the war, and to 
facilitate doing that, Iran was occupied in part by Russian, British, and 
American troops. This was purely a war measure and unjustified by 
any peace time ethics. It was for Russia's benefit, to  make possible 
giving her more war materials as American lend-lease contributed t o  
an ally. The three nations, the United States, Britain, and Russia, 
agreed among themselves and with the Iranian government to withdraw 
all their troops by March 2nd 1946. The I3ritGh and American troops 
were withdrawn but  not the Russian troops. Russia kept her armed 
forces in a weak neighboring country solely for imperialist reasons and in 
direct defiance of a treaty. She demanded certain oil concessions from the 
Iranian government and-used her troops on Iranian 'soil for "persuasion." 
'w The Iranian government has a law on its statute books forbidding 
the granting of concessions to  any other country while the troops of 
foreign nations are on their soil. - The Iranian government, thekfore, 
refused a t  first to accede t o  Russia's demand for concessions. The so- 
called Tudeh Party, the Iranian versioneof a Communist Party, there- 
upon demanded a change of government and got it. Ghavam,.who was 
regarded as more friendly to  the Russians than his predecessor, became 
Premier. The members of the Tudeh Party, by making demonstrations 
in the square where the Iranian Parliament Building was, and by 
threatening the members of Parliament who tried to  enter the building, 
actually succeeded in preventing the Iranian Parliament from meeting. 
Meanwhile the Northwest corner of Iran, known as Azerbaijan, under 
the protection of the occupying Russian troops, started a revolt and 
set up a government independent of control by the Iranian government. 
When the Iranian government sent its troops t o  put down this revolt 
against its authority, the Russian troops would not let the Iranian troops 
into Azerbaijan. 
When a strong government prevents a weaker neighboring govern- 
ment from moving its own troops as it wishes within its own territory, 
clearly the stronger occupying or invading country is engaged in an 
imperialist attempt to  dominate its weaker neighbor. Especially is this 
true when a political party of the weaker nation which faithfully follows 
the wishes of the stronger nation undertakes successfully t o  change the 
governmedt of the weaker nation and get a government more sub- 
servient to  the stronger nation. That  is precisely the relationship between 
Russia and Iran, and that is imperialism. . 
The Russian government, despite the law forbidding such conces- 
sions, has now gotten from the new Iranian government the oiI con- 
cessions which it  wanted and the Azerbaijan government has, as I 
write, practically declared its independence of Iran and must rely t o  
maintam its separate existence on supplies of arms from the Russian 
government to  whose troops it owes its origin. Russia has thus 
seized an oil-rich part of Iran and outflanked the Turks, upon whom 
she is currently making demands. That is imperialism. Despite a 
treaty, she kept 'her troops in Iran until she got what she wanted in 
the way of concessions, a more subservient government, and a partial 
breaking up of Iran. She withdrew her troops finally, but only after 
getting compliance with. her demands. 
The totalitarian liberals, of course, say that that is only what 
Britain used to do fifty years ago. That is no$ strictly true so far as 
Iran is concerned, since British oil concessions in Southern Iran were 
not obtained by occupying the country with troops and did not involve 
a breach of treaty as did the continued occupation of Iran by Russian 
troops after March lst, 1946. But even if the parallel were strictly true, 
it would be no answer. For public opinion in democratic countries .has 
now.changed. We are now more strongly and rightly against imperialism, 
and the 1946 would-be imperialist nations cannot justify their im- 
perialism by imperialism practiced by others before 1900. If that sort 
of argument were valid, then attempts to reimpose slavery would be - 
justified on the ground that Britain and other nations, too, once profited 
by. the slave trade. It is like the feuds in the Kentucky hills in which 
one man tries to justify killing another man on the ground that the 
victims' grandpappy shot his grandpappy two generations ago. 
Russian Imperialism in the Balkans 
I Russian. imperialism is also evident in Bulgaria. The Bulgarian 
government during the war was an ally of the Nazis. It sent troops to  
help occupy Greece which had fought against the Italians and Nazis, 
it gave economic aid to the Nazis by coordinating its economy with 
theirs, and it declared war on England and America. But the Bulgarian 
rulers never dared to declare war on Russia, because both were Slav 
nations and the Bulgarian people regarded Russia as their big brother, 
so to speak. As the war neared an end, and the Germanas were re- 
treating in Eastern Europe and Italy, the Bulgarian government sur- 
rendered to the British and the United States with\whom they had been 
at  war, though not actively. This did not suit the Russians, whose 
troops were in Rumania at  the boundaries. of Bulgaria chasing the 
Germans. So Russia declared war on Bulgaria. The Bulgarian govern- 
ment, which had surrendered to the British and Americans, was imme- 
diately ousted under pressure from the Bulgarian Communist Party. 
A government subservient to Russia was set up which of course promptly 
surrendered to Russia, against whom they had never fought. Since 
then Bulgaria has been ruled by a government composed of Bulgarian 
Communists and some representatives, picked by the Communists, from 
other parties. An election was held in which there was only one slate 
of candidates to be voted on, namely the Bulgarian Communists and 
some members of other parties selected not by those parties but subject 
to veto by the Communists and deemed sufficiently friendly or pub- 
servient to the Communists. This one-slate election with no oppos~tion 
candidates allowed is referred to by the Russians, and therefore by all 
foreipn Communists, as a democracy. 
The Bulgarian Communist-dominated government, acting on behalf 
of Russia, has actually had the ilerve, although Bulgaria was an enemy 
\ 
nation during the war, to demand from the Greeks, a country which 
fought on our side, enough Greek territory to provide a Bulgarian outlet 
with a port on the Aegean Sea. 
That brings us to Greece, where Russian imperialist policies have 
received support but have not won success. 
Beforethe surrender of Germany the British sent troops into Greece 
to help drive the Germans out. The British troops were-welcomed by 
all the Greek parties, from the Royalists to the Communist-dominated 
EAM, for even the Royalist government of Greece had fought the 
Italians and the Germans, and of course the Communists were anti- 
Nazi ever since the invasion of Russia by the Nazis. The EAM, or 
Greek Communists, participated in the Greek government, which wel- 
comed British troops. But then Bulgaria went Communist, i.e., became 
dominated by Russia, and made the demand already referred to  for 
Greek territory at  the Northern end of the Aegean Sea, so that Com- 
munist Bulgaria, which really means Russia, could have a port on the 
Aegean which would give access to the Mediterranean. 
Naturally no Greek government, except one completely dominated 
by Communists and one which suppressed all criticism of it, could 
or would' surrender Greek territory to the hated Bulgarians, especially 
when nearly all Greeks felt that they were entitled to some reward in 
the form of additional territory for fighting against the Nazis and #that 
the Bulgarians should justly be subject to punishment for being pro- 
Nazi. The EAM therefore suddenly withdrew from the all-party coali- 
tion government of Greece which had welcomed the British troops 
and tried to seize complete control of the government by revolt. Greek 
and British troops together put down the revolt. 
The British did not want to keep troops indefini;ely in an allied 
country and therefore called for an 'election as soon as possible to set 
up a stable government which would enable the British to withdraw 
without leaving chaos behind them. They asked the Russians to par- 
ticipate with representatives of England, France, and America to see 
that the elections were fair, but the Russians refused. They said that 
they regarded supervision of elections by representatives of all the Big 
Four as an interference in the internal affairs of an ally. They took that 
stand so that they would not be faced with or couid rejeci a request 
from England, France, or the United States to have observers present 
to see that elections held in Poland, Rumania, or Bulgaria, while 
occupied by the Red Army, were fair. 
The Greek EAM, the Communist-dominated Greek party, had to 
support the terribly unpopular demand by the hated Bulgarians for 
Greek territory, since that was to Russia's interest and was Russia's 
policy, and naturally they had to follow Russian policy. They could 
not hope to win a fair election, therefore. Also, their attempt to seize 
power by a revolt had been put down, and many of their active members 
were in jail. They therefore boycotted the elettions and succeeded in 
cutting down the vote from 72% of the pdssible voters, the proportion 
which had voted at the last democratic elections held in Greece, to 55% 
of the possible voters, indicating that they would have had the support 
of 17% of the population. Their high percentage of the vote determined 
in this way, despite their support of Bulgarian demands, is probably 
due to  the popularity they won in Greece by their active underground 
fight against the Germans. For the conquest of Greece was completed' 
by the Germans less than three months before the invasion of Russia 
by the Nazis, so that the Greek Communists had hardly any period 
during which they were supporting collaboration with Nazi aggression. 
Russian imperialism is currently manifesting itself in still other 
places. One of the Russian-dominated countries is Jugoslavia which is 
ruled by Marshal Tito, a Communist, who has successfully set up a 
one-party dictatorship fashioned after the Russian model. The Russians 
therefore favor Jugoslavian expansion, and particularly and stubbornly 
insist that Trieste and part of its hinterland be taken from the Italians 
and turned over to Jugoslavia under Tito. (Needless t o  say, if the 
Jugoslavian government was pro-British and pro-American instead of 
Communist and therefore pro-Russian, the Russians would be sup- 
porting Italian demands on Jugoslavia instead of the other way around.) 
A commission of experts from Britain, France, the United States and - 
Russia examined and reported on the proposed boundary between 
Jugoslavia and Italy. Naturally the Russian expert awarded much more 
territory to  Russia's satellite, Jugoslavia, than any of the other three 
experts. A reasonable way to solve the difficulty would be by holding 
a plebiscite in the disputed territory. This proposal was made on behalf 
of the American Government by Secretary Byrnes. But the Russians 
turned it  down because Trieste a t  least has a large Italian majority and 
would certainly not vote t o  go to Jugoslavia. 
Russian Imperialism in Manchuria 
In  another part of the world, in Manchuria, the Russians are pur- 
suing the policy of Hitler. When the German armies seized a conquered 
nation, they stripped it  of all movable machinery and factorieq, and 
usually even took the livestock. Russia has done that  in Manchuria. 
She justified taking all the. industrial property in Manchuria which can 
be removed on the ground that  i t  belonged to  the Japanese, who had 
occupied Manchuria as part of their war against the Chinese. Even 
assuming that that contention is correct and that the property is war 
booty, it should in all fairness go to  China who fought the Japanese 
for six years, not t o  Russia who fought for six days before the surrender 
of Japan. That  is the contention of the American and Chinese govern- 
ments. But the Russians have rejected this argument. 
In  addition, directly reversing the policy of the Soviet government 
under Lenin when the Russians ceded their imperialist rights in the 
Chinese Eastern Railway to the Chinese government, the Russians got 
from the Chinese government an agreement giving them a half interest 
in the Manchurian port of Dairen and half interest in the Chinese 
Eastern Railway. Since the Russians have the technical skill and the 
equipment ,while the Chinese do not, the half interest will in practice 
amount to  domination. Furthermore, the Russians have indicated that 
according to their interpretation of the agreemeht; the. half interest in 
the Chinese Eastern Railway includes half interest in mines and publicp 
utility facilities, since during the Japanese domination of ManchuriaPit  . 
appears that all of these were run as subsidiary enterprises of the Chinese, 
Eastern Railway. This Russian action is the pattern of imperialism.. 
Russian Imperialism Opposed by the British and Americans 
The British Labor Government and the American Government have 
usually opposed to  some extent the extreme demands of Russia. They 
agreed to give Russia the Kurile Islands and the Southern half of Sakalin 
Island, extending North from Japan proper. They have not objected 
to Russia's seizure of the three little Baltic nations. They have not 
objected in general to Russia's sphere of influence in Eastern Europe 
to include Poland, Rumania, Finland, Bulgaria, Jugoslavia and Czecho- 
slovakia, but have specified only that there should be free democratic 
elections there, and in some instances have objected to complete Russian 
control over the foreign trade of these satellite and subservient govern- 
ments. In Finland such elections have been held. The "democratic" 
election in Bulgaria has already been referred to. The British and Amer- 
ican governments declared that they did not regard that as a free elec- 
tion, but no real attention has been paid to their protests. In Poland 
and Rumania no elections have been held as I write. Free elections 
have been held in Hungary and Austria at which the Communist Party 
came off much worse than it expected, apparently because the people 
blamed on the Communist Party the excesses of which unruly elements 
in the Red Army appear to  have been guilty. That  probably explains 
why the elections in Poland and Rumania have not been held. 
The Russian seizure of movable property in Manchuria, Russia's 
refusal to  withdraw her troops from Iran by March 2nd according t o  
treaty and her keeping them there until she got oil concessions from 
the Iranian government, Russia's support of the Azerbaijan revolt against 
Iran, Russian demands for control of the Dardanelles and the Dodecanese 
Islands, Russian seizure of Austrian and Hungarian oil wells and some 
farm lands, Russia's demand for control of Tripolitania, Russia's demand 
on behalf of her controlled Jugoslavians for Trieste with its considerable 
majority of Italian inhabitants, have all been opposed by the British 
Labor Government and by the United States.' On numerous other minor 
issues the British and Americans have differed with the Russians. Conse- 
quently, the Russians have done all they could to  embarrass the British 
and American governments, especially the British. For that is simply 
the psychology of you oppose me and I'll oppose you. So far as the 
British government is concerned, Russia is perhaps motivated also by 
the expectation that Europe will in the fairly near future take long 
strides in a Socialist direction and that the real contest in that part of 
the world is not between Socialism and Capitalism but between a demo- 
cratic approach to  Socialism as represented by. the British Labor Govern- 
menteand the European Social Democrats. and the totalitarian and 
dictatorial approach as represented by Russia and such of her satellite 
nations as Poland, Jugoslavia, and Bulgaria. 
A fairly good example of that needling of the British is furnished 
by the situation in Germany. The part of Germany occupied by the 
Poles and Russians normally produced about 55% of the food of Ger- 
manv but has only about 40% of the population. The parts occupied 
by the British, French, and Americans together have a severe deficiencv 
in agricultural products, for they have ahout 60% of the population anh 
only produce normally about 45% of Germanv's food. In the British 
zone, taken alone, the disproportion between agricultural production and 
population is even greater. The British have no food to spare. Conse- 
quently, the British, in whose zone a heavy proportion of German in- 
dustry is located, are trying desperately to get and keep some German 
industrial production going. They hope that then the British-occupied 
part of Germany .can export coal and industrial products and thus gain 
the foreign exchange to import the food needed to  prevent widespread 
starvation among women and children, as well as among those Germans 
who might be charged with a share of the responsibility for t-he war. 
When they do this, the Russian officials and their propagandist allies, 
the Communists throughout the world, charge the British with seeking 
a "soft peace" for the Nazis when what they are really doing is trying 
to prevent starvation among those Germans for whom they have a re- 
sponsibility, and thus prevent the revival of Nazism. 
The Communist Parties Change Their Line Too 
Naturally when Russia changed her policy to  an imperialist one, 
or rather resumed and extended the imperialist policies that she had 
been pursuing during the Hitler-Stalin Pact, the Communist Parties 
had to change, too. The Communist Party in America made the most 
dramatic change, because under Browder's leadership the Communists 
here during the war had become almost completely a purely opportunist 
group. They agitated only for liberal reforms within the framewofk of 
the capitalist system, probably because capitalism has p~ychologically 
a stronger hold on the*popular mind here than in countries where the 
Socialist Party is more significant. It played down all charges of im- 
perialism against our allies. Its members bus i~d themselves in patriotic 
and morale-building organizations and activities. They continued their 
drive for power in the unions, but loyally supported the no-strike pledge. 
With some rather curious allies, they captured control of the American 
Labor Party in New York, because. since New York was one of their 
strongholds and since they had officially gone out of existence as a 
political party, they felt 'some need for a political vehicle securely in 
their hands. American Comml~rlists had been marked since the invasion 
of Russia only for their enthusiasm for the war, for the no-strike pledge. 
and for the same Roosevelt whom at other times within the same decade 
they had been denouncing as a warmonger and a little earlier as a "Social 
Fascist." Browder was the high priest of this wartime class collabora- 
tion, but literally all the party members and functionaries obediently 
accepted the same line and carried out the same policies. After Roose- 
velt's death, the Communists for a time supported Truman just as 
faithfully. . 
The orders to the Communists to change their line and start 
attacking the Truman administration for both its foreign and domestic 
policies were given by Moscow in a wag which made it perfectly clear 
that the Third International, although supposedly ended, was still 
functioning. A French Communist leader named Duclos visited Moscow, 
evidently had a long interview with Stalin, and within two weeks after 
his return to France published in a French Communist paper a long 
article criticizing the American Communists. Within a few weeks there- 
after the American Communists held a convention, ousted Browder as 
leader in a series of disgusting public denials and repudiations of what 
had been their own proclaimed beliefs and opinions only a few weeks 
prevously, and launched out on a policy of opposition to  the American 
Government for daring to oppose Russian demands. 
The occasion for Moscow's giving orders through Duclos for the 
American Communists to change their line,' was the divergence between 
American and Soviet policy that began to emerge at  the San Francisco 
Conference. On some of these issues Russia was right and our govern- ' 
ment clearly wrong in my opinion, notably in the Soviet opposition t o  
and our insistence upon the admission of Argentina under Peron's Fascist . 
government to the United Nations. (Despite their early opposition to 
Peron's Fascism, the Russians changed their line again and recog- 
nized his government.) But the American Communists changed their 
line not because the issues on which there were differences were ones 
on which Russia might be judged to be in the right by progressives 
making up their minds independently of orders from some other power, 
but simply because there was a divergence, and Jack Bergen Stalin 
speaking through Charlie McCarthy Duclos considered the divergence 
important. 
The Unity of the Big Three 
Since then the Russians have been steadily becoming more and 
more imperialist, as already explained, and the more imperialist her 
policy has become and the greater the danger that her policy would 
alienate non-Communist progressives, the more frantically do the Com- 
munists and their fellow travelers, the totalitarian liberals, defend her 
and the more viciously do they attack the Truman Administration for not 
going along with Russia and maintaining "the Unity of the Big Three." 
Actually the Communists care little about the unity of the Big 
Three. They are fond of opposing and denouncing the British Govern- 
ment at every opportunity, because the British Government as well 
as OUT ?wn is opposed to the current wave of Russian expansionist 
imperialism. Actually the British Labor Government has revened the 
old imperialist policy of the British Empire and is bringing democracy 
to the British colonies. The British Government has offered full freedom 
to the Indians to choose for themselves between complete independence 
or the status of a self-governing dominion within the British Empire. 
She has withdrawn her troops from' Lebanon and Syria ahead of the 
specified time. She is withdrawing from Egypt and has already quit 
her great naval base in Alexandria in that country. She has offered 
more self-government to Ceylon. She has held early elections in Greece 
in the hope of getting a secure and stable government there so that her 
troops could be withdrawn as soon as possible. Unlike .the Russians, 
she withdrew her troops from Iran on the date laid down by treaty. 
With a few airplanes and block-buster bombs she could have blasted 
the headquarters of the Indonesian Republic in Java to pieces. Yet she 
refrained from doing so despite the very great provocation of mutilation 
and murder of some of her soldiers by unruly elements in the army of 
the Indonesian Re~ublic: and she has been pressuring: the Dutch govern- 
ment to make an agreement recognizing the'1ndonesian Republic in Java 
as an autonomous self-governing part of the Kingdom of Holland similar 
- - - 
to a British dominion. 
Yet the Communists never tire of denouncing British imperialism, 
hoping thus to  confuse progressives and throw out a smoke screen as 
protection for Russian imperialism. They even went so far as to oppose 
the proposed loan to Britain despite the solid advantages for us that 
such a loan would provide. For it will make possible purchases from 
America by the British and by the other members of the sterling bloc 
which otherwise could not be made, and thus will stimulate our export 
trade. They simply wanted to keep weak a possible rival to  the new 
Russian Empire. 
Russia's Policy to Keep the United Nations Weak 
Russia has done everything she could short of actual withdrawal 
to keep the United Nations weak, and her aim is to  settle international 
problems and differences by direct negotiations within the Big Three, 
or, for Europe, the Big Four including France. She asks not for United 
Nations' trusteeship over backward nations, for example, but individual 
trusteeships as shown in her original claim for a Russian trusteeship 
for Tripolitania. It is plain that the United Nations as it stands is a 
weak reed indeed for the preservation of peace. It can take no action 
against an aggressor apart from investigation unless there is unanimity 
among the Big Five, since the veto power possessed by every member 
of the Big Five makes such action by the Security Council of the United 
Nations impossible. When there is unity among the Big Five, there can 
be no real threat to  peace, so completely is military power monopolized 
under modern conditions by those five nations now that the Axis coun- 
tries have been defeated. Whenever any member of the Big Five, either 
directly or by egging on a smaller nation which is a satellite, is guilty 
of aggression, the Council can take no action to  preserve peace. In 
, effect. each member of the Big Five is made a judge in its own case 
I by the existence of the veto power, a result that is clearly repugnant 
I I to justice. 
Russia announced grimly before the first meeting of the Security 
Council that she had no thought of modifying or surrendering the veto 
power and her policy has been to try to widen it. The British Govern- 
ment, on the other hand, has officially announced that it wishes to 
develop the Untied Nations more nearly into a world government. Yet 
so many Iiberals'have been misled by active and vociferous Communist 
propaganda recently that only a relatively few of them are advocates 
of the abolition of the veto power even as a long-range objective, althoush 
nothing less is dgmanded eventually by international justice and the 
needs of peace. Many liberals do not know about or give no credit to  
the British Government for its stand in favor of a real world goverq- 
rnent. Some of them even continue to mouth the old phrases about the 
British Government continuing the imperialist policies of its Tory orede- 
cessor, despite the clear evidence that British policy in India. Ceylon, 
and Egvpt is moving in the direction of that "liquidation of His Maiestv's 
Empire" which the sturdy but outdated Churchill so emphatically 
repudiated. - 
On the domestic front the Communists have ceased to  be the patriots 
that they once were during the war, and are trving more and more 
openly to  penetrate and dominate liberal organizations, if they can gain 
a foothold there. The so-called Win the Peacc Conference held in Wash- 
ington in April, 1946, affords a good example of that  technique. Com- 
munists and/or fellow travelers undertook to get a list of sponsors from 
the more naive liberals (Mrs. Roosevelt, for instance, was conspicuous 
by her absence) and left wing labor leaders (Phil Murray and William 
Green being conspicuously not on the list). They got endorsement for 
the conference by the National Citizens Political Action Cornlnittec a ~ i d  
the Independent Citizens Committee for the Arts, Sciences and Pro- 
fessions. Both of these were organizations of liberals formed during the 
war when Communists were good patriots and mild liberals, and which 
therefore included, with a large number of "innocents" and true liberals, 
a goodly sprinkling of totalitarian liberals and Communist fellow 
travelers who have never been known to  take a stand contrary to 
Russia's foreign policy. The sponsors of the Win the Peace Conference 
even included a few outright and admitted Communists. The con- 
ference passed a large number of resolutions with which every liberal. 
would agree, in general resoluting against political sin and in support 
of political righteousness as true progressives would interpret right and 
wrong. But in certain resolutions the cloven-hoof of Communist control 
became perfectly obvious. The conference passed a resolution opposing 
the British loan for practical purposes on the one hand, and another 
resolution calling for an unconditional loan to Russia. No doubt some 
true progressives might oppose the loan ~o Britain, but to  oppose that 
loan and vet favor one to Russia is possible only to  those whose souls 
- are sold t o  Stalin. 
The conference in its resolution on Germany favored the forced 
amalgamation between Social Democrats and the Communists which 
Russia has carried through in the part of Germany occupied by the 
Red Army. The Russians refused to allow the Social Democrats in 
their zone to hold a referendum on the subject, and a referendum by 
the Social Democrats on the same question held in the German zones 
occupied by the British, French, and Americans went overwhelmingly 
against this shot-gun marriage. Yet the Russians forced it  down the 
throats of the Social Democrats in their zone. When a conference takes 
a stand in a case where there is a clear cut issue between civil and po- 
litical liberties on one hand and Russian policy on the other in favor 
of Russian policy and against civil and political liberties, it is clearly 
Communist-dominated. Yet many among the liberal sponsors did not 
know that such resolutions were coming up or would be passed and 
some at least among the liberal "innocents" who were delegates voted 
for or did not oppose these decidedly Communist resolutions. 
The conference also adopted a resolution urging bringing home 
American soldiers immediately from all friendly and allied countries but 
said nothing about urging Russia to  withdraw her soldiers from the 
lands which she has occupied. Yet we feed our own soldiers while the 
Russian occupying troops live off the land whenever they can. I am 
stressing the points about this conference not so much because the 
conference is highly significant in itself, for I do not believe that i t  is, 
but because it is a perfect illustration of the newlv revived Communist 
tactic of putting over their line brazenly wheneve; they can, by hiding 
their connections, get control of a group of liberals or of a progressive 
. . 
What Should Real Progressives Do 
Real progressives have t o  revamp their whole thinking now con- 
cerning the Communists and must get clear on certain points. The 
honeymoon period between Communists and liberals which existed be- 
tween the invasion of Russia by .Hitler and and the end of the war is 
now over because differences in policy have developed between Russia 
and America. Communists are still Communists, not liberals in domestic 
policy and patriotic Americans in foreign policy. They still have their 
minds made up by Moscow. They still follow faithfully the Russian line. 
Be Honest With Ourselves About Russian Foreign Policy 
Russia's policy a t  the moment must be judged completely objectively. 
The best way t o  do that is for liberals to  ask themselves honestly what 
their attitude would be if the American or British governments did what 
the Soviets are doing. Suppose our government annexed part of Canada 
without letting the Canadians vote on the matter simply by moving 
our army in and announcing the annexation. Would not every true 
liberal be opposed to  such an imperialist policy? That  is just what 
Russia did when she annexed part of Czechoslovakia. Liberals therefore 
should denounce that, too. If we sent troops to Mexico, got some Indian 
leader in a Northern Mexican state to declare that  state's independence 
from Mexico, and if we then demanded and got, while our troops were 
near to  Mexico City, oil concessions from the Mexican government, that 
would be imperialism and all true liberals would oppose it. That  is 
exactly what Russia has done and is doing in Iran. Why then should 
not every true liberal oppose such imperialism instead of making excuses 
for i t  when Russia does it? If American troops took all the movable 
factory machinery that they could transport out of England when they 
lef t that  land, that would be similar to  the Russian policy in Manchuria. 
If Americans were to demand from the French the transfer to  our govern- 
ment of the Brittany Peninsula and the right t o  build fortifications on 
the French coast of the English Channel, that would be just what 
Russia is doing to  Turkey when she demands from Turkey parts of 
the provinces of Kars and Ardahan and the right to build fortifications 
on the Dardanelles. . 
Communists Are Not Our ~ r i ends  
Liberals shbuld understand that Communists are not liberals merely 
because reactionaries like Bilbo and Rankin, Westbrook Pegler or the 
Hearst-Patterson newspaper columnists like John O'Donnel call true 
liberals Communists. Nor are Communists liberals because liberals and 
, Communists agree on certain issues. They may change over night if 
Russia changes, for one thing. For another, Commmists are thick and 
thin supporters of a totalitarian dictatorship which denies every funda- 
mental right which liberals hold dear, the rights of free speech, free press, 
free assembly, the right to hold secret elections with opposing candidates 
after free discussion, the right to organize political parties in opposition 
to  the government, the right to  an open trial by a jury with freedom 
from arbitrary imprisonment by government authorities. None of these 
rights exist in Russia, yet Communists support Russia nonetheless. 
Do Not Be Afraid to Be Called a Red-Baiter 
Liberals should not be afraid of being called red-baiters. Strictly 
speaking, no one is a red-baiter except a person who tries t o  deny t o  
Communists their civil and political rights. Liberals should and most 
of them do loyally defend the civil rights of Communists as well as 
others. This, in my opinion, is a matter of principle and is also sound 
tactics. ( I t  does not mean, however, that you have to  join a Communist- 
controlled .defense organization in order t o  defend the civil rights of 
Communists. The American Civil Liberties Union is not Communist- 
controlled.) You are not a red-baiter because you oppose Communist 
penetration in the guise of liberals into other organizations or oppose 
the Communist Party's influence in its "innocents clubs" or transmission 
belts or because you oppose Russian imperialism. You will be called 
such, but do not let that worry you. You would only be a. red-baiter if 
you tried t o  prevent by law the Communists from establishing their own 
organizations. You cannot be a true liberal and a Communist so that 
you have to be a red-baiter in the sense of opposing Communist policies. 
Communists Are Politically Tricky 
Liberals must remember that Communists are politically tricksters. 
Personally, no doubt, they are as honest as anyone-else and will return 
a $5.00 bill loaned to  them as quickly and probably a little more quickly 
than the next fellow. But politically they do not hesitate t o  use any 
method that will advance the interests of their party or of themselves 
as an agent of their party. In  the early days of the Bolshevik revolution, 
some Communists tried to  seize control of the established unions in other 
countries outside of Russia and failed. They therefore advocated revolu- 
tionists withdrawing from the established unions, and setting up new 
radical dual unions with Communist control from the outset. Lenin armed 
against that, and bade his followers in a pamphlet entitled "Left Wing 
Communism, an Infantile Disorder" "to use any and every method in- 
cluding lies, trickery, and deceit" (1) to  gain admission and eventually to  ' 
dominate other organizations. Everyone who has worked with Communists 
through a change of their party line has had the experience that some per- 
sons who stoutly denied Communist affiliation nonetheless changed their 
policies or tactics sometimes in a complete right about face when Russia, 
and therefore the Communist Parties throughout the world, changed 
their policies. Communists have never hesitated and do not now hesitate 
t o  deny their party affiliation if that will gain a point for them or 
their party. 
Every efiort must be made by true liberals t o  prevent Communist 
penetration into liberal organizations, for eventually that  will mean 
Communist control. The reason for that is that  non-Communists soon 
get disgusted with Communist tactics and quit, leaving the Communist 
minority a chance to  rule. It is not in my opinion necessary nor even 
desirable for non-Communists who know the score t o  withdraw from 
liberal organizations when Communists gain a foothold or even when 
they seem to control with the aid of their dupes who will oppose non- 
(1)  The latest edition of the pamphlet, put out by the communist-controlled International 
Publishers. omits this passage in translating from the original because it did so much 
harm to Communist propaganda. 
Communists for fear that they, i.e., the dupes, might be classed as red- 
baiters. The contrary policy of remaining in such an organization and 
giving the Communists a fight for control of it is the right one in my 
opinion, though I admit i t  requires a stout heart, a great deal of courage 
and energy, and a high degree of patience and political acumen t o  carry 
it out. Whenever Communists are in an organization with any con- 
siderable number of unsuspecting and politically naive liberals, it is 
particularly important that  informed and experienced liberals who know 
how to expose and oppose Communist tactics should stay in such or- 
ganizations as a shield, a guide, and possibly a rallying point for non- 
communists when and if a change of line makes clear the Communist 
affiliation of those in control. Tha t  does not mean, however, that true 
liberals should help Communists and fellow travelers t o  set up new 
organizatioms which contain Communists and are therefore likely to  fall 
under Communist domination in the long run. On the contrary, i t  is our 
duty in such cases to expose the Communist affiliations of the sponsors 
and to  warn.true liberals and "innocents" to stay out, so that the Com- 
munist maneuver will only result in their capturing themselves when 
they capture control of such a new organization. 
Liberals must know how to  and must not hesitate to raise issues 
which force the Communists to expose themselves. Support of the Baruch 
plan for an atomic energy commission with full powers of investiga- 
tion, and abolition of the veto power for the members of the Big 
Five in the Security Council of the United Nations both constitute 
such issues, since Communists oppose them and most real liberals favor 
them. Constant reminders that  Russia was not anti-Nazi in the war 
v but only became so when attacked, and that she had a pact of mutual 
friendship with the Nazis is another such move. When anti-imperialist 7 resolutions i r e  proposed in any organization, i t  is important that  we 
= *  oppose imperialism in the Balkans, in Turkey, in Iran, and in Manchuria 
as wall as in Indonesia, India, Egypt, Burma, etc. 
Of course, everyone is in favor of unity, but when resolutions 
favoring unity with the Big Three are presented, we must ask unity for 
what. Unity to oppose aggression such as that  in Turkey, Iran, or 
Czechoslovakia; unity against imperialism; unity t o  preserve the sanctity 
of treaties and to prevent other such breaches as the failure to  withdraw 
from Iran on the treaty date or even to  withdraw at  all until after oil 
concessions had been extorted; unity to  preserve civil and political liber- 
ties so that opposing slates may be presented to  the voters in free and 
democratic elections not merely in Western Europe but in Bulgaria, 
Rumania, Poland, Jugoslavia etc.;. all these constitute the sort of thing 
which we should move for and try to  specify by amendment when reso- 
lutions for unity of the Big Three are presented. 
True liberals should give support actively to  those sound and demo- 
cr,atic elements in the labor movement who are opposing Communist 
control over unions and seeking to  oust them from control over those 
few unions, luckily rather small-ones with one or two exceptions, where 
they have control. The American Federation of Labor Executive Council 
has warned the American people about Russian imperialism. On the 
Congress of Industrial Organizations side, Philip Murray and James 
Carey are leading a fight to clean out Communist officials in the C.I.O. 
unions. The controlling Communist element has been voted out of office 
in the C.I.O. United Shoe Workers, the Reuther faction in the United 
Automobile Workers is anti-Communist, the United Steel Workers headed 
by Philip Murray has taken a strong stand against Communist inter- 
ference and penetration. A few years ago the C.I.O. Newspaper Guild 
replaced Communists who were in control of their National Office with 
non-Communists, and the American Federation of Teachers voted by 
referendum to  expel and reorganize their Communist-controlled locals. 
The recently organized Utility Workers Union of the (2.1.0. has gone 
so far as to  deny membership to  Communists, Nazis, and Fascists. This 
latter move is understandable to t.hose who have seen Communists in 
action trying to  seize and maintain control of unions, but it is contrary 
to sound policy in my opinion because it denies a fundamental civil right, 
the right to work, to  members of a political party, and will probably 
only have the effect of driving Communist infiltration into more careful 
camouflage where it will be harder to  detect. 
Totalitarian Dictatorships Are Aggressive 
Finally true liberals as distinguished from the totalitarian liberals 
must not cease to remind people that Russia is a totalitarian dictator- 
ship where all opposing political parties and all rights of criticism through 
the exercise of free speech, press and assembly are suppressed. There is a 
good deal of evidence from Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, Franco in Spain, 
and Peron's government in Argentina that totalitarian dictatorships are 
aggressive by nature. Certainly they lend themselves very readily to  
aggression, since the common man who furnishes the cannon fodder and 
the atom bomb fodder has no way of making his objections t o  or dis- 
trust of imperialist policies felt in any effective way that might either force 
the dictator to  change his policies or force him out of power. 
Appeasement of Russia Will Not Work 
Oppositipn to the expansionist and imperialist policies of totalitarian 
dictatorships is an actual duty for genuine progressives to  carry out. 
Appeasement - of Russia by acceding to her current demands for expan- - 
- 
sion is as wrong and as dangerous to peace as was appeasement of the 
Nazis. Opposition to  Russia's demands, of course, does not mean advo- 
cating war against Russia, by any means. On the contrary, opposition 
to  .appeasement is a peace policy, not a war policy. I t  is appeasement that  
leads to  war, for each yielding by appeasement to  the demands of a 
totalitarian dictatorship encourages it  to make still further demands, 
and in that sense leads inevitably to  such further demands. Each success 
won by the dictator in a war of nerves, which is what appeasement 
amounts to, strengthens the dictator for a final showdown. No policy is 
the absolutely- certain way to  peace, for no one can predict the future. 
But we do know from experience that appeasement of totalitarian dic- 
tatorships makes for war; firm opposition t o  the demands of dictator- 
ships is far more likely t o  produce peace than is appeasement. 
Strengthen World Organization 
But liberals should not fall into the error of letting opposition to  the 
demands of the greatest remaining totalitarian dictatorship, namely Rus- 
sia, be put solely on the basis of power politics and dickering for spheres 
of influence between Russia, Great Britain, and the United States. Our 
consistent policy should be one to strengthen the powers and widen the 
scope of the United Nations and make it more representative by giving 
more power to the representatives of the smaller nations. Specifically, 
when Russia demands that the United Nations Security Council should 
investigate British policy in Indonesia and in Greece, the American Gov- 
ernment should support that demand instead of opposing it as we actually 
did. For such a policy increases the scope and widens the function of the 
United Nations. Then we should similarly and with equal force demand 
an investigation by the Security Council of the United Nations of Russia's 
policy in Manchuria, Iran, and Turkey. When we oppose the Russian 
demand for trusteeship over Tripolitania it should not be on the basis 
of wanting a trusteeship there or elsewhere for some other power, but. on 
the basis that there and elsewhere we favor United Nations' trusteeships, 
not individual trusteeships. That principle should apply also t o  our gov- 
ernment's current demand for bases in the Pacific Islands. Thus the Rus- 
sian leaders would come to know, and jus,t possibly might permit the 
Russian masses also to know, that the reason for our opposition to Rus- 
sian imperial~sm was because we were opposed to imperialism, not because 
we were opposed to  Russia. As gradually this understanding spread in 
Russia there would be a chance to make Russian policy veer in the direc- 
tion of support for the United Nations rather than in the direction of 
weakening it and its functions on behalf of direct power politics deals 
between the Big Three or the Big Four in which Russia holds every trump 
but the atom bomb, and may for all we know be,making its atom bombs 
now too. 
Russia is Not Racialist, and Therefore Might Drop Aggression 
While it is true that Russia is a totalitarian dictatorship and that 
liberals should not forget or allow others to  forget this fact, there is one 
important and vital difference between the Russian totalitarian dictator- 
ship and the Nazi one. The Communists never were racialists, even though 
the Soviet Government refused to admit Jewish refugees from Nazi perse- 
cution. The Nazis on the other hand carried their racial supremacy theory 
to an extreme. Far from being racialists the Communists both in Russia 
and elsewhere are sturdy opponents of racial discrimination, and active 
propagandists against race prejudice. - 
This difference between the Nazi and the Communist versions of a 
totalitarian dictatorship is both morally and practically very important. 
No one could be a real Nazi (although he might be a pampered tool of 
the Nazis). unless he were "echt ~eutsch,"  true German, with the 
proper ~ e i m a n  "blut." Consequently the ~ a z i s  could not hope to organize 
the world under Nazi domination except by force. Non-Germans would 
never accept Nazism, i. e. German domination from which they and their 
children would be forever excluded from membership in the ruling clique, 
- - 
except by force. To  make non-Germans accept Nazi domination, war or 
the threat of war was the only possible course. Because the Communists 
are not racialists but active opponents of all racial supremacy ideas, any- 
one may become a Communist by an act of will, and his will may act in 
the communist direction if he is properly persuaded by argument.- There- 
fore anv Communist who sincerelv believes in Communism must believe 
that persuasion can succeed in b;inging the majority of all the people 
of the world to accept the Communist position. All honest Communists, 
therefore, must have a hope of organizing the world for Communism by 
persuasion (especially when such persuasion is liberally sprinkled with 
chicanery) without the necessity of resorting to force. The Nazi or any 
racialist totalitarian dictatorship therefore inevitably leads to aggression 
and war by absolute necessity. The Communist totalitarian dictatorship 
may readily lend itself to aggression and war by suppressing the expres- 
sion of the wishes of the common man against such a policy, but because 
it is non-racialist and even actively anti-racialist it does not necessarily 
and inevitably lead to aggression and war. 
, We may reasonably have some hope, therefore, that Russian Com- 
munist leaders can be persuaded, if we and the British pubue a constant 
policy of strengthening the United Nations in every issue and at every 
opportunity, that the American and Western European democracies want 
peace and the qnd of imperialism and of power politics, and oppose Russia 
only when she 1s imperialist not simply because she is Communist. There 
is, therefore, some hope of "getting together with Russia" in a mutual 
endeavor to preserve peace, and thus getting that "One World" which cur- 
rent Russian policy is rnaking impossible. We might at the worst have 
two worlds, a Communist or Russian dominated one on the one hand, 
and one where there was preserved political democracy and full civil 
liberties on the other hand, yet all competition between them could be 
kept on a civilized basis of raising higher their respective standards of 
living, and that would not necessarily lead to war. After all it is a fact 
that the Russian Government was at one time fully committed to the 
policy of collective security. It might possibly change back again to that 
same policy, which is the antithesis of t h e  imperialist policy which the 
Soviets today are pursuing. 
The world could never live peaceably half under Nazi domination 
and half with some measure of political democracy, for by its nature Nazi 
totalitarianism was racialist and therefore necessarily aggressive. But if 
the worst comes to worst and we cannot make one world with Russia in 
her current imperialist phase, the world can still live peaceably half under 
a Communist dictatorship such as exists in Russia, Poland, Bulgaria, or 
Jugoslavia and half with political democracy. For the Communist dic- 
tatorship, since it is not racialist, is not certain always to be aggressive. 
The Soviet's original attacks on the governments of the democratic nations 
through the Communist Parties -which it set up and controlled, were 
defensive measures against attacks actual or expected from those capitalist . 
nations. Russian imperialism today is the result of an act of will on the 
part of the Russian dictator, Stalin, and not because it is the nature of 
a Communist dictatorship to  practice aggression upon its neighbors. 
This difference betyeen Communist and racialist totalitarian dictator- 
ships is profound and important. It offers to us a real possibility of peace. 
But this peace can never be achieved and maintained by giving in to 
Russian imperialist demands, which is the mistaken policy of appeasement 
all over again, but through acting consistently to strengthen the United 
Nations at every opportunity, and through thus persuading the Russian 
leaders-since the Russian masses we have no direct way to reach-that 
in collective security and a stronger United Nations lies their best hope 
of peace and prosperity, for Russia as well as for the rest of the world. 
29 
Liberals Must Work Independently for Progressive Measures 
There is a special duty upon those genuine liberals who are anti- 
Communists to be active in setting up non-Communist controlled organi- 
zations, preferably excluding Communists altogether, to work hard for 
progressive issues, so that there will be no reason for those who believe in 
such issues to align themselves with Communists. Above all we must not 
let ourselves be scared away from espousing certain causes because Com- 
munists work actively for such purposes. l'o a large extent our political 
democracy is thwarted and rendered ineffective by econonlic insecurity 
and by economic inequalities so great that one man or a small gi-oup of 
men can control the livelihood of many thousands of others and arrange 
to derive an effortless income from the products of the labor of those 
others. We have a tremendous task to  make political democracy more real 
- 
and genuine, to provide economic security and get rid of gross economic 
inequalities. There is no reason whatever to  allow the Communists to 
appear to  take the lead in doing this. .Whenever they have the power 
to do so they abolish civil and political rights, as they are doing now in 
Russia, Poland, Bulgaria and Jugoslavia, and that is too high a price and 
a totally unnecessary price to pay for economic security for the common 
man. • 
We must get rid of the poll tax as a requirement for; yoting. We must 
abolish discrimination because of race, creed, or color in opportunities for 
jobs or promotion; and for the e,njoyment of decent housing. We need 
to broaden our social security system to  include among ifs beneficiaries 
persons now excluded, such as farm laborers, domestic servants, seamen, 
government employees, and .the employees of non-profit institutions; and 
we must also add to  our social security system provision for cash benefits 
and for adequate medical and hospital care for ;hose who are disabled by 
sickness or non-industrial accidents. We need to make adequate plans 
by the government to prevent cyclical and technological unemployment 
and to prevent inflation by price controls and rationing where necessary. 
We need more and better housing for the underprivileged. We need to 
establish adequate prices for farmers without penalizing consumers, which 
can be done by cutting out unnecessary middlemen and all gambling in 
the necessities of life. We nee'd federal aid to  education to  make possible 
better educational opportunities especially in states where taxable capacity 
is low, and to  provide scholarships right through college, technical, and 
professional schools for gifted but needy students. We need public owner- 
ship of those industries which are so strategically located economically 
that private ownership for profit of them gives to their private owners 
tremendous -autocratic power for exploitation and domination over the 
livelihood of their fellow human behgs. On all of these issues liberals 
should be active, although probably oi ly  democratic Socialists will push 
the last named issue. 
In the long run no one wants to give up freedom for bread, as he must 
do when he puts himself under a total dictatorship such as that which 
prevails in the Communist-dominated lands. Men can have both bread 
and freedom if liberals and believers in democratic socialism work with 
energy and conviction to  correct our existing economic in justices without 
the aid of their enemies, the Communists. 
A very good example of the way that is being done is furnished by 
the National Council for a Permanent Fair Employment Practices Corn- 
1' mission. I t  has no Communists in it, but has done an excellent job in 
Y pressuring Congress for a permanent F.E.P.C. law. The advantage of 
working for progressive causes without Communists is clearly seen in the 
vote in the Senate on this issue. Both on the poll tax issue and on the 
F.E.P.C. a number of Southern Senators undertake to  fiilibuster to  prevent 
a vote. When Marcantonio; a Communist fellow-traveler, and his fellow- 
traveling friends had charge of a bill to abolish poll taxes as a requirement 
for voting in federal elections, they could not even get a majority of the 
Senate in 1944 to vote for cloture to end the inevitable filibuster. But when 
the bill for a permanent F.E.P.C. was before the Senate in the early Spring 
of 1946, backed by an organization free of Communist influence, namely 
the National Council for a Permanent Fair Employment Practices Com- 
mission, their work got a majority of the Senate for cloture, although they 
failed to get the necessary two-thirds majority. This seems to show that the 
necessary task of mobilizing sentiment for the enactment of progressive 
issues can be done better without the help of Communists than with them. 
That is the way that genuine liberals and democratic Socialists should 
work. 
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